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AFFER Garry May
reckons the
managementts winning
mentali§r is key to the

success at Somerset.
The Cases Rebels dug deep on

Sunday to be crowned Championship
Fours winners in a tense and nervy final
at Peterborough - after only just
scraping through the qualifying round by
a single point.

It meant the Oak Tree outfit bagged silverware
at the first time of asking since dropping back

down to the second tier of British Speedway
over the winter.

But success is no stranger to the club and
this was the 1 3th honour wrapped up by May
and co-boss Debbie Hancock since 201 2.

"lt's great to win another trophy," May said.
"We got knocked out the Championship

Shield and the Knockout Cup early doors but I

put that down to having three riders who are
new to this level and who we always wanted to
grow as the season went on, which I think
they're stading to do.

"So with the top heavy side people say we've
got, the Fours was always one we were
targeting this year and to win the first ma,or
piece of silvenrvare of the season is brilliant.

"lt looked a bit dodgy at one time but these
boys are fantastic.

"We sit around and we talk about gates and
racing lines and that teamwork pays off more
times than not.

"lt certainly worked in the last four races of the
Final and it's absolutely fantastic.

"Me and Debbie always put a good side
together because we're always looking for
trophies and we always want to do the best we
can.

"l don't think anybody could really argue with
that either and l'd say our record speaks for itself.

"AIl the trophies are proudly displayed at The
Oak Tree Arena and now it's time for Debbie to
make some room for another one!"

WHAT THEY SAID'iil;*';iffi'jiliiili,"'
"We iust got caught a little short in Ure end
but I think it was a temTic effort from the
lads.

"We didn't have the most ideal build-up to
the meeting with a heavy defeat at Scunthorpe
on Friday and in that same meeting Danny
(King) took a pretty hef§ knock to his leg and at
one point on Saturday it was pretty touch and
go whether he'd even be able to race.

"So for him to then go out and win that pretty
epic run-off with Cookie (Craig Cook) to earn
second place for the team deserves a lot of
credit and I was proud of the effort from all the
boys."

Pictures: JEFF DAVIES I Repods: AI,|DY MITCHEIL I lnterviews: AI'|DY MITGHEII and RYAN GUEST
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HE man with the Midas
touch is at it again.

Another year and another
trophy makes its way down the

M5 to Somerset - Garry May's 11th in
six-and-a-bit seasons in sole charge.

With the help of scraps of paper
strewn over his kitchen table, May
revealed before the campaign how his
top-heavy team building had been
influenced by a desire to chase every
honour going in the Championship.

That quest has hardly got off to an ideal start
with exits from two cups and a mixed bag in
the league.

Leicestef blazing a trail at the summit, were
unfortunate to leave the Oak Tree Arena with
just the three points only four days prior to the
Fours.

But with Chris Harris and Rory Schlein
leading the way, they needed only one other to
have a big day and Nico Covatti duly obliged
with eight points in the final and 12 overall.

Clear winners the Rebels were not - the lead
in the final changed hands or became shared
no fewer than eight times in 12 heats - and they
came too close for comfort to not making the
cut.

ln typical Fours fashion the semi-final had
been on a knife edge too.

Fancied Glasgow were seemingly on the
ropes without a point from two races only to hit
back with four wins out of six and Leiceste[ so
rampant in the league, missed out by three
points in the final reckoning - quite the gap
considering how tight it was.

Grip dominated the first few heats, even if it
did prove a bit too much for Craig Cook who
picked up too much drive In each bend before
pulling up at the back.

Danny King then got a flyer off gate three for
Sheffield, resetting the track record with a time
of 57.3 in the second race.
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Redcar's Charles Wright got to the front in a
tight start to the third with Rory Schlein taking
up the chase out of turn two but again, the
result was decided from the gate in quick time.

Edward Kennett lifted from gate three in the
fourth but still scampered away out in front with
passing was at a premium until Heat 5 when
Lasse Bjerre's Iift allowed Kyle Howarth out in
front only to be reined in by Richie Worrall and
then Cameron Heeps.

Harris was clearly in the mood, squeezing a
last-bend error out of Victor Palovaara before

cutting up the inside ito D nch victory in the
sixth.

Rasmus Jensen r,,'cn tie seventh from the
gate after a tip-and-tuck sta,t and Ty Proctor
followed suit from gate cne in the eighth with al
the action behind him.

Covatti did enough rcn rhe inside gate to
hold off Ryan Douglas ac-long pursuit before
Eastbourne's Leivis Kerr aso ,,i,on from gate
one.

Redcar's Tom Bacoi- lr-:CeC into the fence
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. Danny Ayres (blue), Adam Ellis (yellow) and Richie worrall

. Tom Bacon's afternoon Gomes to an abrupt end as he straightens between Jake Allen (yellow) and Todd Kurts (blue) as Paul Star*e leads

EASTBOURNE 15
R.Lawson....,,.....,..................2

E.Kennett.................,.,.,..,.....3
K.Newman.........,..,......,,.......'l
L.Kerr ....................................3

A.Bolvtell ....,.........................-

GLASGOW 15
C.Cook...................,..............R

C.Mssing .................,,.,..,,.....0

R.Jensen ..............................3

PStarke .........,.....,................3

SHEFFIELD 15
0.Kin9....................................3

K.Howarth ...,.,......................1
T.Proctor ..............................3
D.Kemp ................................1

B.Nicol ..........,...,,..................1

SOMERSET 14
R.Schlein ..............................2

C.Harris ...............................,3

N.Covatti ..............................3

T.Kurtz,................................. 1

V.Grobauer .....,......................-

EDINBURGH 13
B.Wells ....,.............................1

C.Heeps ................................2

VPalovaara ..,,,,,..,..,,,,...,,,....2

J.Andersson..........................2

LEIGESTEB 12
S.Nicho11s...................,.....,..,,1
R.Worrall ..............................3

J.Bates..................................2
R.Douglas ............................2
E OarL.

NEWCASTLE 11
S.Worra11................................3

L.Bjerre..................................0

T.Jor9ensen,.........................2
M.Wethers ................,...,.......1

M,Clegg ................................-

REDCAR 1O
C.Wri9ht...............,....,...........3
M.Palm Toft ..........................1
J.Stewart ..............................0

TBacon .......,........................N
N.Greaves ...........,.,..............0

SGUNTHORPE 1O
S.Nielsen ..............................F

0.4yres.,................................0
J.Auty ...............,...,................1

J.A11en...............,...,.......,........2

R.Kins1ey....................,....,......-

BERWICK 9
A.Summers,..,.,....................2
K.Doolan .......................,......0

N.Busk-Jakobsen................1
J.Etherid9e,....,....................0
C.Garcia....................,,....,.....2

BIRMINGHAM 8
A.Ellis ....................................1

T.Aarnio ................................2

J.Law1or......,.........................0

C.Co1es........,.,......,................0

Beferee: Graham Flint

25x0
24..?

S.Wonall, Summers, Ellis, Cook (ret)

King, Lawson, Wells, Vissing

Wright, Schlein, Nicholls, Doolan

Kennett, Aarnio, Palm Toft, Nielsen (f)

R.Worrall, Heeps, Howarth, Bjerre

Harns, Palovaaa, Busk-Jak0bsen, Ayres

Jensen, Bates, Newman, Lawlol

Proctor, Jorgensen, Auty, Stewart

Covatti, Douglas, Kemp, Coles

KerI Andersson, Wethers, Etheridge

Starke, Allen, Kurtz, Greaves, Bacon (f.ns)

Proctor, Wright, Vissing, Summers (ret)

Ayres, Ellis, R.Worrall, Welh

Palm, Tofi, Jorgensen, Schlein, Lawson

Doolan, Nielsen, Wethers, Bates (ret)

Harris,Aarnio, King, Newman

Cook, Douglas, Stewart, Palovaara

Kerr, Howarth, Busk-Jakobsen, Allen

Andersson, S.Worrall, Covatti, Lawlor

Jensen,Auty, Nicol, Kurtz

Heeps, Garcia, Coles, Greaves

Kennett, Starke, Nicholls, Bierre (texc)

. t{ico covatti (yellow), Danny King (white), Kyle llewman (red) and Claus Uissing
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continued lrom page 4

after tangling Jake Allen in the first
turn of the 'l 1th and played no
further part with Paul Starke sailing
round in the re-run.

ln between, referee Graham Flint
saved time by running a 12th won
by Proctor who was enraged by
Wright's close attention after the
race had finished.

Danny Ayres roared to the 1 3th
with Michael Palm Toft's jet-
propelled surge up the back
straight leaving big names Schlein
and Richard Lawson trailing in his
wake in the't4th.

Kevin Doolan took a tapes-to-
flag win in the 1Sth, while King did
well to hold on to the bike after
another tight start, passing
Newman at the back to take third
with Harris again blazing a trail up
top.

Cook took advantage oI the two
inside him focusing on each other
to take Heat 17 with ease and Kerr
grabbed a second win, diving
between two rivals to go from third
to first and holding off Howafth's
tenacious surge.

Joel Andersson and Steve
Worrall almost wiped each other
out at the start from gates one and
four and then battled each other to
the finish, the Edinburgh man
taking the flag.

Jensen's charge around the
outside to take the 20th saw Glasgow put one
foot in the final and Edinburgh had hopes when
Heeps eased to victory in Heat 21 against two
reserves and Birmingham's stand-in Connor
Coles.

Bjerre clipped the fence and was excluded
from Heat 22, sending out Eastbourne and
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Leicester with a chance of
making the cut and Glasgow safe.

Kennett's win ahead of Starke
saw through Eastbourne level on
15 points with Glasgow whose
charger Starke pushed him all the
way to take second. Third place
for Nicholls sent Leicester
packing.

The final kicked off with
Jensen gating first and King
seeing off Kurtz at the back

Schlein's big slingshot on the
back straight won the second
with an engaging tussle for
second ending with each team on
three points apiece after two
heats.

Harris enjoyed a similar drive
to his team-mate in the third but
Cook moved ahead at the start of
lap three to give Glasgow the
edge.

Howarth got to the front at the
staft of the fourth but was passed
by Starke only for both to be
caught out by Covatti's chop uP
the inside.

Sheffield reserve Broc Nicol
shocked Schlein and Lawson,
getting out of turn two first before
holding a perfect line to produce
the most composed ride of the
day.

Jensen, on a maximum until
then, was pushed wide by first-
turn bunching and Proctor got up
the inside of Kerr for second as

the Eastbourne man ran wide hunting winner
Harris.

A big gate from Covatti saw him get across
the two inside him but King cut up the inside at
the stad of lap four to take the win that levelled
the scores, preventing the Rebels taking a two-
point lead.

Howafth then nudged Sheffield back in front
with a third ahead of Kurtz as Cook cruised to
victory yet the tide turned again with Glasgow
coming back into contention thanks to
Starke's fence-clipping surge around the
outside closely followed by Harris.

King got Sheffield back on course from gate
three despite incessant pressure from Lawson
in the tenth, establishing a one-point cushion
over the Rebels with two to go.

The big names had done their bit, now it
was down to Howarth off the inside gate with
Covatti alongside him and the ltalian did not
disappoint by getting to the front with Jensen
then passing Howadh for second.

Drew Kemp, who had taken only one other
ride all day, could not land a blow in the last
race with Schlein completing the formality of
what was technically a last-heat decider.

There was drama until the end with King
winning a wheel-to-wheel two-man shootout
with Cook to decide second, the latter
thumping the fence on the final turn to draw
one last gasp from the crowd.

WHAT THEY SAID
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GAMI BROWN - GLASGOW

'rThe Fouls is a cup we'ue neuer won' we
really wanied to do that this year and we lelt
this was one of our best chances yet.

"We came very close again but we just
couldn't get over the line to win the thing which
is very disappointing.

"Glasgow's not a club that's built to finish
third anymore - we're an ambitious club who
wants to win things.

"All the boys tried very hard but there were
two better clubs on the day.

"lt was a good event though and thele was
some great racing which the fans will have
enjoyed l'm sure."
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